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Early next morning we trekked in earnest. There would be no yoghurt and Pop-Tarts, no sugar binge 

nor caffeine crash,  and the resolute motivation I  had to  push on was to keep Bundo at  a  safe 

distance. Still exhausted, the only evidence of our rest was the smouldering embers hidden beneath 

rock and dirt. I moved like molasses in the ever thinning air, its unscrupulous composure inflicted 

by the altitude.  I  had not slept  the previous night,  distracted by pests,  noises and Bundo’s odd 

behavioural shifts. Though the rains predicted had failed to materialise, the still night brought with 

it  a storm of introspection and regret. A cleansing tropical shower might have helped erase the 

gravity of our predicament. It might even remind me of home. In lieu of rains, I lamented and 

romanticised the idea of anywhere else. Ealing, Essex, Hounslow or Brixton, Inner South London in 

general! In my fantasies Clapham, Camberwell, Tulse Hill and Herne seemed like poolside massage 

parlours redolent of Hawaiian Tropic compared to this place. While I dared not reveal my concerns, 

I suspected the others had picked up on Bundo’s peculiarities. 

We marched onwards, becoming more careless as we tread. The scented dry soil was tender 

under my feet  and my earlier  aversion to  crushing sub-terrain lifeforms had waned. With each 

crunch and shriek of the ankle high debris, I felt no responsibility. No guilt. Only an emptiness, 

divorced from this dastardly dystopia, disillusioned by Chambers and disgusted at my disdainful 

cowardice. Stobart was no longer alert to  potential aerial threats. He drudged onwards before me, a  

figurehead weathering the wilds like a flagship of a floundering galleon. His chin tucked neatly into 

his hulking chest, he was silent as a child in the womb and his lids were drawn mournfully shut.  

Our thinly veiled discontent had not taken long (well, just over a day) for Chambers to detect. 

As it had been since Iquitos,  he reacted to Bundo’s every move, only today Bundo was less 

animated, not as engaging and more intense. The initial urgency that had worn us out and delivered 

us to our first checkpoint had been replaced by anxiety, and the more Chambers questioned Bundo’s 

directions, offered mangled Spanish phrases or even had the callous misfortune to mistakenly brush 

off him, Bundo reacted defensively. He was a frothing animal cornered by booming, shadowy and 

unwelcome attention.  By noon,  the  absent  breeze was stifling.  We had crossed so many fallen 

arches, dried river beds and felled trees that it began to have deleterious effects on our composure.  

Energy was simply leaving us, the exertion and heat wilting us like neglected house plants. Perhaps 

that was why Chambers insisted we stop a few paces ahead. Consulting his laminated map, beads of 

sweat dribbled in quick succession onto the plastic, generating a system of rivers that twisted and 

charged off the edge of depicted existence. It was warm, more so than the day previous, and every 



motion felt like swamp aerobics. Bundo, still distracted, breathed heavily as we stalled, staring at  

the sky. Was that the reason for his especially silent and aggrieved mood? Had he expected the 

heavens to open and take the sting from the stagnant air? I hoped so but imagined instead something 

very  different,  more  sinister  –  I  suspected  Bundo  of  anything  and every  brutality  inhumanely 

possible. Perhaps fatigue had whittled away logical thought processes, I thought. My mind tired in  

need of more rest. Fortunately or not, Chambers had picked on one of our concerns and despite his  

ulterior motives, of which I was certain there were many, he was right for once.

“Bundo,ahí arriba?” he declared snappily, pointing north east past the tree tips and tawny clouds 

to an unrevealed location. I was close to him, taking second point now that he had slowed to a more 

gradual pace. Agitated, Bundo waved off this remark. He searched the canopies overhead, sniffing 

the air as though a barbecue blazed around a corner. Chambers, for the first time, stopped in his 

tracks and allowed Bundo to move onward without us. 

“Don’t worry, Poe. He’s on the leash, not us. He won’t go far without this,” Chambers said, 

stroking a thick green strap that crossed his chest. “Now,” he continued, examining the map in 

further  detail.  His  tongue  lapped up cascading moisture  from his  upper  lip,  the  body’s  thirsty 

protection  against  losing  liquids  taking  effect.  Though  spoiled  for  water  and  protein  drinks,  I 

wondered  how long our  rations  would  last?  “Matt,”  he said,  tilting  his  head  in  a  fashion that  

intimated he should be present for the consultation process. Matt gingerly made his way under a 

prehistoric looking fern leaf. 

“If this is where we are, unofficially might I add, then the cabins should be...”

Though Chambers continued mumbling to Matt like a crusty cop coercing information from a 

suspect, I had since stopped listening. Cabins. He said cabins, that meant some form of civilisation. 

Hammocks, salty snacks, a generator perhaps... an Internet connection! I was emboldened with new 

purpose, rejuvenation and diligence – assist Chambers in locating these cabins and fast while my 

energy surge was primed. Bundo could get lost in his overstated discontent and the undergrowth for 

all I cared. 

“Can I  help with anything,  Damien?”  I  asked, more of a demand than a request.  Chambers 

smiled, keeping focus on the map as I stood to attention.

“Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter, Poe.”

He was off on one of his misquoting rants again. I could do nothing but feign ignorance.

“‘Damien, is it now?”

Unconsciously,  I  had  never  referred  to  him by name in  the  past.  I  had  grunted  agreement, 

whispered ‘Sir’, ‘Boss’,  even ‘Mr Chambers’ but never Damien. In hindsight, I might have gone in 

feet first and labelled him ‘Damo’ and asked could I bum a cigarette. Hindsight is but a vision that  

can be seen upon reflection, however. Though I was not about to correct the error, he interrupted 



me, perhaps thinking that he needed to.

“Yes my boy, you can track down this location. I think its near here, a huge basin. We should see 

the  peaks  of  those rises  surrounding the  settlement.  There’s  a  footbridge  connecting  both,  you 

should spot that first.”

Settlement? This was getting better and better! Staking a coloured tent pole in the ground every 

twenty  metres  or  so,  Chambers  searched for  the settlement  while  Matt  and Stobart  shifted the 

weight of their cargo onto the animate jungle floor; unloading camera and sound equipment. It did 

not need saying that Chambers would need this opportune ‘discovery’ of a settlement documented 

on camera, even if it were premeditated. The moisture and dim light, required time to adjust the 

settings and would keep the others busy. Stobart called out battery levels, checked the sensors, the 

white balance and the ISO, and memory remaining. He and Matt performed test shots while we 

writhed onwards. A burrowing dream worm of comfort wriggled at my psyche. It wove through my 

brain like yarn on a loom and left a residual trail of nirvana in its wake until an itching sensation 

that meant I had been dealt another mosquito attack on the neck pinched me from these want away 

thoughts. I regained focus and assisted Chambers, hacking and staking past an armoury of trees and 

ankle high thickets of green. The soupy air burned my nostrils as my limbs dug through its coarse,  

gooey texture. My movements scorched my joints and plagued muscles I had scarcely used in the 

civilised world as I hurriedly pushed through the foliage. I was becoming something other in this 

reality, the harbinger of hacking, the wrought iron reaper, the scythe wielding slasher from every 

teen  horror  movie  I  had  ever  watched.  This  extra  effort  would  pay  off,  the  abrasions  and 

inflammations on my arms and face would be worth it when we located that settlement. Battle scars  

to wow Imogene with upon my triumphant return from the wilderness. She would be impressed 

with my new skills, no doubt. I looked back on Chambers. His head arched downwards, engrossed 

in the map. Whether or not we were in pursuit of the same place I will never know, but what we 

encountered was anything but settled. Its all documented on tape. 

The area materialised as though nature had finally conceded to our efforts. Chambers had overtaken 

me and discovered the settlement in a low lying clearing about a kilometer from where we began 

searching.  It  took  almost  forty  minutes  despite  this.  Cupped  between  two summits,  Chambers 

waded through his disbelief, as did I, as the area revealed itself to be destroyed. What had once been  

rounded constructions peppering the ground level were now blackened husks that dared entry. A 

dead waterfall at the back of these cabins and fallen canopy walkway overhead greeted us as we 

descended the mound. The walkway dangled like a wilted flower and large sleepers jutted out of 

ruined, blackened structures like pointing teeth from slick, verdant gums – the ravenous tendrils of 

nature seemed to have embroiled them. Whatever this place once was, now it was defunct. 



I followed Chambers tentatively while making sure that Matt and Stobart were close by, my 

fervour and optimism now taken from me. They emerged from the foliage, one attached to the other 

through a series of cables. I could not read their expressions but shouted at them and pointed, so 

they could catalogue Chambers’ movements. I tried to imagine this manmade oasis before it fell 

victim to circumstance and advanced rot had taken over. On either side, the canopy walkway was 

connected by tree platforms about 300 metres overhead, overlooking the settlement and the dry 

riverbed below. I noted a semi-intact cabin that stood taller than the rest and behind it lay a clearing.  

An odd blend of modern metals  and ancient  building had created this  place  and something as 

rudimentary as fire had wiped it out. I overstepped a pile of long, steel sheets and waste bins that 

piled in the rear of the final cabin and discovered a bed of photovoltaic sheets angled at the sky. 

“What is this place?” I uttered, these traces of modernity proving taciturn by way of explanation. 

Neglect  or  something  else  had  rendered  the  panels  beyond  functionality.  They  were  cracked, 

shattered and smashed through the middle and points of impact punched through centres  afforded 

the onlooker the belief that they were crashed space craft dragged from orbit by sticks and stones. 

They were useless. My eyes wondered further again and found a ground level clearing level enough 

to have been a helipad. A nearby control console, whose sternum had been violently burst open, 

sprouted distressed, frayed wires and pink tipped daisy like weeds in a modern organic fusion too 

confusing  to  comprehend.  I  imagined  the  helipad  might  be  used  to  deliver  rich  tourists,  too 

important and civilised to travel the river or trek the wilds of the jungle, to this place – but for what  

purpose? How much traffic had it seen in the past? Had avarice and arrogance eventually consumed 

this haven? Unashamedly, I wished I were such a fair-weather explorer and could chopper off home 

if I pleased. Perhaps I would collect Imogene along the way, show her my new hacking muscles and 

tell her how I felt. Failing that, I would strongly imply that I liked her company... Inspecting further  

afield, I saw that my colleagues were sheltered from the sun and I exclusively stood in the veritable 

epicenter of the sun. The heat had gripped me, dulled my thoughts and sapped all energy and left 

me in a foggy hypnosis. I  welcomed my own annihilation in its brutal warmth. The solar panels 

were shattered shards, the helipad a distant opulence, all structures scorched skeletons laid to rest.  

Such luxuries  has  no place  here,  I  thought,  before seeking shelter  close  to  Chambers.  He was 

speechless, consulting the map in consternate disbelief. He looked up. Matt returned his look with a 

tumultuous frown, while Stobart hid behind the eyepiece, recording our collective incredulity. It 

was the first time during the expedition that we all stood in the same circle. None of us sure of what 

to do next. My own personal defeat seemed pale by that of my superiors but it was clear that Stobart  

and Matt had something other than a packet of peanuts and an Internet connection. 

“Turn  the  camera  off,  Stobart.  There’s  nothing  worth  filming  here,”  Chambers  ordered.  He 

drudged into the centre of the cabins and circled on the spot to get a 360 degree account of the ruin.



“I had intended on saving this for the return trip. Glad now, that I didn’t. What about it, Matt?” 

he whined, infantile in his defeat. Had Chambers expected a patch of modern paradise in perfect co-

existence with the savage rain forrest. Is that what this was? Whatever it had been, it was not my 

position to ask. He quickly swallowed the bitter pill and murmured assurances.  ‘This was a good 

thing’ ...  ‘We did not need to replenish our supplies, the Atobi are one with the jungle, she will  

supply  us  with  all  we  need’ ...  ‘luxury  would  make  us  soft’ ...  ‘Only  by  experiencing  our  

depravation will the viewer crave more’... Great, I thought, tutting like a petulant child in dread of a 

Sunday visit to his relations. The prospect of surviving on worms, fruit, worms in fruit, mangos and 

bat shit or any other backward diet twisted my stomach; my revulsions combing with actual hunger 

and forming a tight knot that moored the distaste deep inside me. I wandered among the cabins 

having heard enough of Chamber’ harking about a jungle diet – my gut could not take the blows. 

Our presence there seemed truly a perilous occupation. 

Deeper within the settlement, which amounted to seven ruined structures, there was what looked 

like an office cabin further towards the chalky, dried out waterfall. I saw Bundo, agitated and cagey, 

attempting to get a signal on a mobile device to its rear. Hitherto, we had been warned off operating 

any device that transmitted a signal, so slim were the chances of obtaining a signal that the very 

procedure would deplete our batteries, but there were rules for us and rules for Bundo it seemed. 

Still filming, despite Chambers’ demands, Stobart circled the settlement a few times over, poking 

his lens inside broken huts. He was an animal probing suspicious odours, the camera lens becoming 

his inquisitive snout. It inspected spaces that were once bedrooms but were now at rest themselves, 

strewn with ashes and vile, encroaching plant life. I stepped into one. The scarcity of familiarity  

saddened me. The same room must have served for slumber and mess, eating and indoor work. The 

blackened skeleton of a rudimentary yarn machine occupied an open area, a darkened scaffolding 

all that remained of the beast. I kicked the foot of a wall with my toe. They were sturdy structures,  

even after suffering disaster, and I noted signs of life scattered over the floor area the further I  

investigated. Picking up a clay epsilon shaped cup handle, I thumbed the coarse item and wondered 

what had happened there. Who were these people? I had seen ruins before – glorious and daunting 

like those in Rome and Greece as well organic, simpler formations like Ireland’s crannog’s – but all  

had been preserved and cared for.  What dwindled at  my feet  unsettled me, violence had  been 

imposed on this place. Some malevolent force had eradicated it from existence leaving behind a 

forbidding message for all to read. The stench of dead matter took me back to the damp, pungent 

smelling cinders of bonfire sites at Halloween. I chucked the clay handle into a mound of ashes and 

half burned paper pulp and turned to leave. A blast of wind met me as I left the doorway, forcing an  

unintended smile. I basked in its force. Somewhere, charms were distressed on its cusp, rattling and 

grinding like a suspended clutch of milk teeth and river pebbles. 



We had dumped our luggage in the centre of the village. Chambers asserted this was the best 

place for us to set up camp, its centripetal nature would ensure our safety. It was the first time I had 

heard him discuss the potential  for danger.  “No risk expedition,”  Stobart  sneered at  Matt  who, 

oblivious to the surroundings, fanned himself and closely inspected Chambers’ reaction. He was 

panicked and highly strung. Something about the settlement had unbalanced his confidence. We 

filled a spot that had once enclosed some form of wildlife,  the fencing around which was still 

partially intact – serving as a natural luggage rack. With our gear and baggage unadorned, we drank 

water, passing the canteen among one-another like tall tales at a campfire. Matt declined graciously, 

winding his neck in some odd reflex. He would take from his own canteen, he insisted, concrete in 

the opinion that it was nothing but a mild fever. Stobart challenged him. 

“Next you’ll disband the union and tell us we have to work weekends, Matt. Drink,” he said, it  

was not a question.  The pressure irked him. Both men rarely agreed on much. They were two 

complicated paintings on display directly across from one another, each confident in its own style, 

method and reason, and neither willing to concede defeat. For Stobart, this meant whittling down 

his critics and opponents until they had no resolve, while Matt chose tactical retreat so that he might 

challenge another day.

“Drink,” Stobart repeated and flung the canteen at his feet. His eyes were tiny darts tipped with 

menace. Matt raised a hand and smiled. 

“Later. I’d better check on Chambers before he hurts himself,” he said, leaving us together and 

chasing after Chambers who was inspecting the head cabin with a hand held SLR. 

“It’s nothing to worry about, I’ve got to run over some logistics...”

“So you can smoke in my apartment but we can’t share a drink. The hell is wrong with you since 

we left? If you’re sick just say so, wouldn’t surprise me. I’ve seen you spending your money. Makes 

my teeth grind.”

I  sat  between  the  men,  making  circles  in  the  dirt  with  the  end  of  a  pointed  stick,  having 

flashbacks to a time when my parents would bring a television set into my bedroom at nighttime. At 

first I believed I was in receipt of some commendation for behaving well, a just reward for a well  

disciplined  child.  I  joyed  when  this  took  place,  my  own  private  party  conducted  without  the 

complication of guests or conversation – I was at ease. Soon, however, the television set did not  

budge from my locker at the foot of the bed. My parents stopped lowering their voices, ceased 

concealing their anger over time and soon the it represented nothing to me but a broken marriage 

and a child that had nourished himself on the entrée of their destruction. 

Stobart’s acrid appraisal  hit  Matt  unguarded like a pterodactyl dropping, his disgust and self 

loathing were clear. Something was wrong with him, but not what I had initially hypothesised. Matt 

seemed immobilised, perhaps ready to either open up or knock down Stobart where he stood. When 



it looked like one of the men might move, Bundo emerged from the foliage. For once he was a 

welcome distraction, disarming, albeit momentarily, the addled tension between my colleagues. He 

strutted from the foliage, his cell phone dangling from a lanyard. It scarcely moved as he strode 

towards the crew, so slick and liquid was his glide. Bundo dragged a machete lazily and it lined a 

trail from where he had emerged. Behind him I spotted a long metal tube concealed by brambles. 

When he reached us, he planted the hacking implement into the ground – punctuating his arrival,  

demanding  our  attention.  Matt  and  Stobart  instantly  abandoned  their  grievances  but  with  this 

intervention, Bundo’s purpose became clear. He searched our faces for defiance, any protest to his 

arrival, sniffing out our intentions methodically, before turning his back on us. It was obvious then 

that  he  was  something  else  than  a  peasant  guide  hungry  for  American  Dollars,  he  was  more 

animalistic, an opportunist, habitual and wild concurrently. He was looking for Chambers.

To be continued...
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